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QUESTION 1

What does sustainability as a corporate philosophy, value, and goal do for a company? 

A. Earns the company a Green IT certificate 

B. Energizes and inspires a company 

C. Guarantees a positive end of year financial result 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Next to the printer\\'s specifications, what would be of importance when selecting a greener printer? 

A. A printer duty cycle comparable the printing needs of your office 

B. A printer duty cycle higher than the printing needs of your office 

C. A printer duty cycle lower than the printing needs of your office 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

What is true about screen savers? 

A. Screen savers cause a computer to use more energy than switching off the monitor. 

B. Screen savers save on energy by putting the monitor in sleep state. 

C. Screen savers using a bright, colored background use the same amount of energy as with black backgrounds. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

What does corporate responsibility mean? 

A. Businesses have extended their sense of responsibility to consider the well being of society and the environment 

B. Businesses have to take responsibility for the impact they have on society and the local communities they are part
of. 

C. Businesses should always base their behavior on clear ethical principles like honesty, equity and integrity. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 5

Using too much lighting is of course raising the energy bill unnecessarily. What is another important human reason for
not applying too much lighting? 

A. It takes too long to switch them all on and off. 

B. Too much lighting can irritate people on a physiological level. 

C. Too much lighting generates more heat. 

Correct Answer: B 
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